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Curriculum OAW Curriculum Overview: “Intelligence plus character – that is the goal of true education” Martin Luther King
Equipping children with skills and abilities to succeed in all environments; intentionally planned to structure deep learning through the 9 Habits lens.

9 Habits

SocialEmotional
Science

Educational
Research

'Character virtues should be reinforced everywhere; on the
playing fields, in classrooms, coridoors, interactions between
teachers and students, in assemblies, posters, headteachers
messages and communications, staff training, and in
relations with parents.'

All children able to decode through
RWI phonics taught specifically to
individual needs in small groups by
experts. Access to deep and
challenging texts through Novel Study
which is based around ‘Hooked on
Books’ and a love of reading through
RWI book bag books in EYFS and Year
1 and Accelerated reader in Year 2
and upwards.
The basics of spelling and
handwriting through Penpals and
RWI Spelling.
Immersion in language and texts
through OAW language approach
and Talk for Writing taught
alongside relevant, explicit
grammatical content

The Jubilee Centre for Character and Virtues, Birmingham University

Approach

•9 Habits
•Character Robots
•Staff Development
•Hub Strategy

Academy

•Ethos Assemblies
•Behaviour Approach
•Pupil Parliament & Prefects
•Staff Breifings
•Brain Science and Cognition

Curriculum

•Teaching Pedagogy
•Character Reflection Logs
•Self anf Peer evalusation
•Metacognition

6 focus areas, specific and
deliberately chosen to meet to
our children’s and community
needs; a cross-curricular
approach to teaching
encompassing high levels of
creativity and self-reflection;
opportunities to create longlasting memories and
celebrations of successes.
Knowledge organisers and
teaching for memory through
Teaching without Talking and
Learning Map strategies enable
knowledge to be deeply learnt
and skills and character
analysed at ARE with gaps filled
so curriculum is mastered.
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Maths

CrossCurricular
Character
Curriculum

Discrete
Subjects

All children are confident, fluent
mathematicians, able to reason and
problem solve.
All year groups follow the Maths
Mastery approach, to ensure deep
and long-lasting learning. Planning
and teaching are carefully structured
using the concrete, pictorial and
abstract memory structures.
Maths with Parents in Reception and
KS1 enables family learning and
Timetable Rockstars in KS2 ensures
basics number facts are internalised
ready to apply to deeper knowledge.
Learning builds on prior knowledge
and constant AfL ensures all children
access age-related content.

To ensure our most vulnerable
children are developing a rich
range of knowledge to open as
many options as possible later
on, the following subjects are
taught discretely:
 RE
 Languages
 Computing
 PE
In addition, for continuity and
expert teaching, the following
subjects are taught by subject
specialists through PPA cover:
 Music
 Science
 PE

Teaching and Learning
Our teaching and learning approach is developing all the time within our continuous performance
development programme underpinned by the idea that we are always learning.
Responsive Teaching (taken from: https://improvingteaching.co.uk/2018/06/03/what-is-responsive-teaching/)
Over the past 12 months with have been focussing on incorporating cognitive
science into our approach to help focus on what students are to learn, and
offer valuable guidance in the importance of setting clear objectives and
planning learning carefully. Cognitive science provides a robust evidence-base
approach the T&L. For example, there are very few studies testing sharing
learning intentions, but numerous experiments testing sharing models to
show students what success looks like. Cognitive science offered help
planning learning and evidence underpinning key ideas. We use Harry
Fletcher-Wood’s ideas that Responsive teaching = cognitive science +
formative assessment. To do this we need to understanding responsiveness.
Harry Reis reviewed the development of ‘relationship science’, and defined
responsiveness as the feeling that we are interacting with someone who is:
“cognizant of, sensitive to, and behaviourally supportive of the self (2007,
p.9)”. This maps fairly clearly to responsive teaching:
 “Cognizant of” – aware of how students are: what have they understood? Where are they stuck?
What do they need?
 “Sensitive to” – caring about how students are doing; accepting that missteps and misconceptions
are inevitable in learning and that it is our duty as teachers to help students beyond them
 “Behaviourally supportive” – taking steps to support students: adapting teaching to meet their
needs.
Cognitive science shows the value of clear objectives and carefully planned learning. Formative assessment
suggests the value of identifying what students have learned and adapting accordingly. Reis suggests that
perceived responsiveness is the “central organizing principle” in understanding relationships. People who
believe they are interacting with someone responsive tend to feel better and do better. For teachers,
awareness of exactly what students need, and responsiveness to this – rather than indiscriminately
providing support – is therefore critical. So, responsiveness can help us both to support students and to
improve our relationships with them.
Responsive teaching therefore combines:
A working definition of responsive teaching is:
 An evidence base from cognitive science  Setting clear goals and planning learning carefully
 Two decades experience from formative  Identifying what students have understood and where
assessment
they are struggling
 The ‘central organising principle’ of
 Responding, adapting our teaching to support students
relationships
to do better.
Further Reading:
 This post, applying cognitive science to planning: planning lessons using cognitive load theory.
 This post, on a crucial approach to formative assessment: using exit tickets to assess and plan.
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Direct Instruction and Rosenshine’s Principles
Rosenshine’s Principles focus on aspects of teaching that are pretty much
universal: questioning, practice, building knowledge. It makes direct links
from research to practice and they have been instrumental in helping teachers
to link practice to cognitive psychology, supporting the formation of a sound
theory of action – that mental model teachers need providing a link between
their actions and the learning process.
We use the multiple explanatory references to ideas about memory and
cognitive load theory andthe practical strategies for underpinning the model
based in evidence.
There are four very clear strands that run through the 10 sections – reviewing
material, questioning, explaining and modelling, practice. Each of one these
can be a focus areas for improvement so there are multiple ways to engage
with the ideas and to find a focus for deliberate practice.
* See Appendix 7 for additional deatil
Metacognition in Learning
Our CPD content includes reading and research
regarding children’s attitudes to learning and
challenge in line with out robots and character
approach. The Learning Pit enables us to guide
students in the development of critical,
creative, caring and collaborative thinking. It is a
model that provides learners with a language to
think and talk about learning. It helps build
participants’ resilience, wisdom and selfefficacy. When it is used as a structure for
learning (which we explore using Balance) it can
also improve teacher clarity and raise
expectations of success.
Our strategy for this across the academy includes Balance. Balance involves the
children in their learning and lets them discuss their learning, self-assess and
know what they need to do next in order to deepen their understanding. This
helps with a growth mindset and building a learning-powered approach. The
Learning Pit is designed to help students think and talk about their learning. In
some ways, it is a child-friendly representation of Vygotsky’s (1978) zone of
proximal development in that it describes the move from actual to potential
understanding. It can help develop a growth mindset (Dweck, 2006), prompt
students to explore alternatives and contradictions, and encourage them to
willingly step outside their comfort zone.
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Feedback
The primary purpose of marking written work is to assess the depth of learning that has taken place and to
identify misconceptions to inform future teaching. The audience for the marking is the children.
Responsive feedback at our academy is the process by which we provide children with meaningful, concise and
impactful advice or challenges which shape the direction of their work. It should provide the framework for eventual
independence of these skills.
Principles
Our policy is underpinned by the evidence of best practice from the Education Endowment Foundation, DFE and upto-date educational research into cognition and learning.
The Education Endowment Foundation research shows that effective feedback should:
• Redirect or refocus either the teacher’s or the learner’s actions to achieve a goal
• Be specific, accurate and clear
• Encourage and support further effort
• Be given sparingly so that it is meaningful
• Put the onus on students to correct their own mistakes, rather than providing correct answers for them
• Alert the teacher to misconceptions, so that the teacher can address these in subsequent lessons.
Key Principles: Our policy on feedback has at its core a number of principles:
 The sole focus of feedback should be to further children’s learning;
 Evidence of feedback is incidental to the process; we do not provide additional evidence for external verification;
 Feedback should empower children to take responsibility for improving their own work; it should not take away
from this responsibility by adults doing the hard thinking work for the pupil.
 Written comments should only be used as a last resort for the very few children who otherwise are unable to
locate their own errors, even after guided modelling by the teacher.
 Children should receive feedback either within the lesson itself or it in the next appropriate lesson.
 Feedback is a part of the school’s wider assessment processes which aim to provide an appropriate level of
challenge to pupils in lessons, allowing them to make good progress.
 New learning is fragile and usually forgotten unless explicit steps are taken over time to revisit and refresh
learning. Teachers should be wary of assuming that children have securely learnt material based on evidence
drawn close to the point of teaching it. Therefore, teachers also seek feedback some distance from the original
teaching input when assessing if learning is now secure.
This feedback policy will ensure teachers:
• Provide meaningful feedback to the child;
• Highlight areas for development / improvement / correction thereby enabling the child to identify clear ‘next
steps’ providing motivation for learning;
• Inform effective planning of lessons;
• are able to record progress related to learning objectives;
• Can manage workload around feedback
• understand the sole purpose of feedback is to improve children’s learning
Feedback and marking in practice
It is vital that teachers evaluate the work that children undertake in lessons, and use information obtained from this
to allow them to adjust their teaching. Feedback occurs at one of four common stages in the learning process:
1. Immediate feedback – at the point of teaching
2. Summary feedback - at the end of a lesson/task
3. Next lesson feedforward – further teaching enabling the children to identify and improve for themselves areas
for development identified by the teacher upon review of work after a previous lesson had finished
4. Summative feedback – tasks planned to give teachers definitive feedback about whether a child has securely
mastered the material under study
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These practices can be seen in the following practices:
Type
What it looks like
Immediate
- Includes teacher gathering feedback from teaching within the
course of the lesson, including mini-whiteboards, bookwork, etc.
- Takes place in lessons with individuals or small groups
- Often given verbally to pupils for immediate action
- Immediate annotation in book
- May involve use of a teaching assistant to provide support of
further challenge
- May re-direct the focus of teaching or the task
- Pre-assessment tasks
Summary
- Takes place at the end of a lesson of activity
- Often involves whole groups or classes
- Provides an opportunity for evaluation of learning in the lesson
- May take form of self or peer- assessment against an agreed set
of criteria
- May take the form of a quiz, test or score on a game
- In some cases, may guide a teacher’s further use of review
feedback, focusing on areas of need
Feedforward
- For writing in particular, often a large part of the next lesson will
be spent giving feedback to the class about strengths and areas
for development, and giving time for development areas to be
worked on and improved through proof reading and editing
their work.
- Do now tasks are analysed daily and errors and misconceptions
addressed in subsequent lessons, in particular in maths
meetings.
Summative
- ‘Check it’ activities
- End of unit or term tests or quizzes

Evidenced through
Lesson observations/
learning walks
Photographs

Lesson observations/
learning
walks
Some evidence of self–
and peer-assessment
Quiz and test results
Lesson observations/
learning walks
Evidence in books of
pupils editing and
redrafting their work in
blue/purple pen.
Lesson response slides
Check it activities in
books
Quiz and test results

Recording Learning on ‘The Balance Wheel’ (metacognition)
0-9 scale

Teachers will self-assess using the 0-9 scale on the balance wheel as a
direct comparison to the students own metacognitive score. This can then
be used to consider depth, accuracy of understanding and a tool for
teacher-student discussion.

Reading

Three reasons to read (reading objectives) are focussed on in each session.

Writing

Three elements from the ‘writing rainbow’ are focussed on in each session.

Maths

Maths objectives daily to meet lesson focus

Weekly feedback expectations
Reading

Writing

Maths

 Book talk session – all verbal no recording needed.
 Whole class comprehension – light mark following model and enable
 Independent comprehension – comprehensively marked with fix-its/challenge
All 4 writing to be marked secretarially with:
 3 x coded feedback
 1 x other lighter touch feedback (self/peer assessment, recording on seesaw etc. see general
feedback strategies below)
 Maths to be marked daily using an appropriate feedback strategy from the list below.
 Self-marking is encouraged to enable misconceptions to be recognised and corrected.
 Where practical (e.g. SeeSaw) lessons are taught, provide opportunity to assess understanding
individually.
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General Strategies to support effective feedback
A range of strategies/approaches should be used to ensure children receive high quality feedback at the point of
learning. Teachers are to use strategies and capture the learning on Balance. This is not an exhaustive list and should
be added to as practice and research develops.
Stacks
Books are organised into piles at the end of a session. Those children who have achieved the
objective/those who need some clarification and those who need further support.
ABCD cards
Multiple choice answers - ABCD cards used regularly to address any misconceptions in class.
Any misunderstanding can be dealt with and understanding recorded on Balance in the
moment.
Whole class
Whilst looking through the books, teachers make notes on the key messages to feedback to
feedback sheets
pupils at the start of the next lesson using a grid. After this, the teacher plans a whole class
feedback session using the notes from the sheet as an aide-memoire. The start of the next
lesson begins with the teacher sharing the best work (perhaps using a visualiser), identifying
common errors in basic skills (e.g. spellings, number facts) and then addressing common
misconceptions that have been identified.
Coded feedback
1. Pupils complete some work.
2. Teacher reads work with blank piece of paper- jots down an improvement and codes it
and makes a note of the code in the book (e.g. a/b/c etc.)
3. Continue to next book and include code if similar feedback or generate new for new
improvement and add to blank paper.
4. Codes generate for whole class as books are marked.
5. Next lesson: The students each write down the instruction which goes with their code,
and then follow the instruction. (In coloured pen to distinguish as feedback response)
6. Future lessons: Revisit the previous piece and reflect on targets to include first time.
Exit passes
Before students leave the lesson they have to hand over a “ticket” filled out with an answer
to a question, a solution to a problem, or a response to what they’ve learned. Exit passes will
show a depth of understanding.
Visualiser/
The visualiser is the most important tool when considering formative assessment in the
Mirroring
classroom. This should be used regularly when looking at work and considering self and peer
assessment. Please note proof-reading and editing section.
Individual/group Based on information collected by the teacher, pupils will receive focused feedback from staff
feedback session as individuals or as a group if there is a theme that needs addressing.
0-9 scale
Pupils will self-assess using the 0-9 scale. This can then be used by the teacher to consider
their depth and accuracy of understanding.
Environment
Teachers must consider their environment carefully. Tables are to be set up to facilitate
effective feedback at all times.
Reactive
Next steps - whole class teaching.
planning
Peer and SelfChildren are expected to self-assess against the learning objective, using a scale of 0-9.
Assessment
Children are expected to identify where they have met the success criteria in their writing.
Kahoot Quiz
Electronic version of mini-quiz, which allows you to analyse the data within the teacher
interface and see progress over time in scores. Using diagnostic questioning techniques (to
ensure wrong choices inform the teacher about misconceptions) enables corrective teaching
to be applied in the feedback session.
SeeSaw verbal
Using SS as a code in the book will enable the child to log into SeeSaw, watch, listen to the
marking share
teacher’s annotated feedback on their work, and apply changes accordingly. Particularly
useful for where feedback varies widely across the children and too access understanding in
KS1.

*See appendix 5 for additional guidance
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The Balance Wheel
Balance is a metacognitive tool that we use at Oasis Academy Warndon, which supports students in
thinking about their own learning and teachers considering how well a child met a learning objective. This
can then help inform their next steps for teaching and learning.
The following Balance wheel is on display in every classroom and children use the language in all lessons to
self-assess against the learning objectives. The children are encouraged to reflect on their learning
regularly using the Balance wheel – it can be used as a summary tool or a formative vs. summative
comparison tool.
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Developing Character
‘Good character is the foundation for improved attainment and human flourishing.’
Character education permeates all subjects, all school activities and the school ethos.
Providing the children with life skills to use now and in their future.

Character is largely caught through role modelling and emotional contagion: school culture and ethos are therefore
central Character should also be taught: direct teaching of character provides the rationale, language and tools to
use in developing character elsewhere in and out of school

When and how?
Singing Values

Phase assembly

Teaching session

Celebration
assembly

KS1

Monday
9:30-10:00

Yr 1 2:45-3:00
Yr 2 2:45-3:00

Friday
2:30

Lower KS2

Monday
9:30-10:00

Thursday
10:55-11:15

Up to you:
Project lesson
Thrive
Newsround
Class assembly time

Upper KS2

Monday
9:30-10:00

Wednesday
10:55-11:15

Friday
2:30

Learning Environment





Each class has a set of 12 character transfers, these are to be displayed on windows.
They are double sided so can be seen on the outside as well.
Display your class character poster.
Keep your token jar visible for the children to access.
Refer to the characters when and where possible after teaching the discrete lesson.

Character Booklets




Friday
2:30

Reflection booklets- Each child
has a reflection booklet. To
achieve an award the children
must complete the reflections
and examples (Y5/6) and have
it signed by their class teacher.
They must be kept on the
children's tables.
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Character Rewards and Celebrations
•
•

A prize is rewarded when you have completed the evidence in
your character logs for each character.
When you have completed all 6 characters in ‘Magical me’ or ‘I
want to be’ you will be rewarded a coloured badge.

Each week celebration assembly is themes around these
characteristics:
 Each class nominates a member to receive the class character
award and the reasons why they have been chosen.
 One class in each assembly (3 assemblies) will take it in turn to
nominate a Character Crackerjack (Expert in Character) who
shows the 12 characteristics well and represent the academy
moto of ‘happy hearts, enquiring minds, promising futures’.
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English Overview
Each year group has been carefully mapped out for the year so that genres suit the curriculum theme
where possible and then the grammar teaching for the half term matches the genre of writing ready to
apply those skills. Spellings are covered using RWI Spelling upon completion of RWI phonics.

Autumn 1

Autumn 2

Curriculum
Theme

Vikings

Wild Water

Non
Narrative
Unit

Diary

Recount

Narrative
Unit

Finding Tale:
The Egg

Suspense
Tale

The Iron Man

Year 3
Spring 1
Enabling
Enterprises:
Making
Changes

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

STEM

Self

Farm &
Community

Persuasive
Advert

Instructions

Journey
Fairy Tale:
Tale:
Jack and The
Theseus &
Bean Stalk
The
Minotaur
Sheep Pig

Monster
Tale
Pinocchio

Novel
Study Text

RWI
Spellings

Grammar

Curriculum
Spellings
Unit 1
Unit 2
SF1/2 C PT1
Unit 3
Unit 4

Curriculum
Spellings
SF 3/4 C PT 2
Unit 5
Unit 6
SF 5/6 C PT 3

Sentence
Punctuation
Sentence
Types
Noun
Phrases
Using ‘a’ or
‘an’
Commas in
Lists

Apostrophes
Using
Adjectives
Conjunction
s
Time
Conjunction
s
Cause
Conjunction
s

Curriculum
Spellings
Unit 7
Unit 8
SF 7/8 C PT 4

Adverbs
Adverbs
Prepositions
Prepositions
Direct
Speech
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Curriculum
Spellings
Unit 9
Unit 10
SF 9/10 C PT 5

Direct
Speech
Past Tense
Perfect
Form
Nouns
Nouns

Curriculum
Spellings
Unit 11
Unit 12
SF 11/12 C PT 6

Curriculum
Spellings
Unit 13
Unit 14
SF 13/14 C PT 7

Clauses/Phra
ses
Clauses
Paragraphs
Paragraphs
Root Words

Word
Families
Word
Classes
Pronouns
Pronouns
and Verbs
Singular/Plur
al

Reading: Phonics
R.W.I. across the school
Foundation Stage:
Nursery
Children follow the R.W.I nursery programme. This involves children developing a love of stories and rhymes early on
through story time. Children are first introduced to the pictures that represent each of the twenty-six phonemes. Staff
are trained to then deliver targeted sessions to teach Set 1 sounds. Children are taught to produce the pure sound and
begin to blend through ‘Fred Talk’ (saying words using pure sounds). Parents receive information on the sounds being
focused on to further support learning at home.
Reception
R.W.I. is fully implemented in Reception and the classes are split into fluid groups following an initial assessment after
autumn half term. Half an hour sessions will take place daily delivered by trained members of staff from across the
phase. Within this time a 12 minute speed sounds session will occur with follow up handwriting session. Children will
move though word time and onto ditties once they are confidently segmenting and blending words. (See appendix 2
for Ditty Session Outline). Consolidated sounds are shared with parents, along with a sound blending book, to support
home learning.
Key Stage One:
RWI groups will be set following assessments carried out each half term. The sessions will occur daily for half an hour,
focussing on the reading section of the scheme. Writing opportunities are also incorporated into each daily phonics
session. These sessions run alongside Novel Study, where comprehension skills are built upon further. Writing lessons
are taught separately, linked to the project curriculum, to fuel excitement and provide real life opportunities to write
(See agreed approach to writing). Once children complete the programme they will then access the Accelerated Reader
scheme to further develop their reading skills. They also begin Pixl here they relate their phonics reading skills to spelling
activities to improve phoneme to grapheme conversion.
Phonics across the academy:
Children who still need their Phonics skills consolidating will participate in Phonics interventions to recap previously
taught concepts and increase both confidence and fluency relation to both reading and spelling. These are delivered
alongside daily Novel Study sessions to ensure children are still accessing age related texts develop their
comprehension skills.
Assessment
Children will be assessed continually within the daily phonics session.
In FS and KS1 children will be assessed half termly on their phoneme and grapheme knowledge, blending skills and
segmenting skills, as well as their knowledge of tricky words.
As part of the RWI check KS1 children will read a mixture of real and pseudo words, termly on a 1:1 basis.
At the end of Year 1 all the children will take part in the national phonics screening check. The check contains a
mixture of real and pseudo words for the children to read. Any child who does not achieve the pass rate in Year 1 will
continue to receive tailored phonics sessions throughout the year a retake the test in the following June.
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Reading: Novel Study
‘Reading … feeds pupils’ imagination and opens up a treasure house of wonder and joy for curious young
minds.’ National Curriculum (2013)
At OAW, we teach reading through ‘Hooked on Books’. This approach is based around giving children the ability to
read for knowledge, connections, wisdom and meaning. The approach focuses on giving children the vocabulary to be
able to articulate their thinking around a book and then transfer this to different texts that they read in the future.

The reading rainbow:
There are three zones of reading which are taught during our
novel study lessons.

The lessons work on a two week cycle:
Week 1:Week 1:
30 minute session:
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

Book talk
Whole class
comprehension
Book talk
Independent
comprehension
Whole class
comprehension

Week 2:Week 1:
10 minute class
reading:
Slow story
Responsive read

30 minute session:
Monday
Tuesday

Slow story
Responsive read

Wednesday
Thursday

Slow story

Friday

10 minute class
reading:
Responsive read
Slow story

Book talk
Independent
comprehension
Book talk

Responsive read

Whole class
comprehension
Book talk

Slow story
Responsive read

10 minute class reading:
This daily 10 minute session allows the children to be emerged into a novel and enjoy listening to their teacher read
the text. The novels read in these sessions are age appropriate and challenge the children’s comprehension as well as
extending their vocabulary knowledge. The novels used are:
Autumn 1
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y5
Y6

Autumn 2

Spring 1

Spring 2

Summer 1

Summer 2

A range of age-appropriate books with different genres that will last 2-3 weeks will be studied.
George’s
Marvellous
Medicine

The Owl who
was afraid of
the dark

The Iron Man
The Firework Makers
Daughter
Storm breaker
War Horse

SATS

SATs

The Sheep Pig
Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory
Wonder
SATS

SATS

Fantastic Mr Fox
Pinocchio

Charlotte’s Web
The Bone Sparrow
Holes

These sessions take two forms: a ‘slow story’ or a ‘responsive read’. The Slow Story is where the novel is read slowly
and clearly to the children without any response. In this session, the children simply listen to and enjoy the teacher
reading. The Responsive Read is when the teacher will read a sentence and the children will then chorally repeat this
sentence. This gives the children an opportunity to learn how to use expression and different tones of voice.
For 1 minute of this session, the teacher will use demonstrative reading. This is where we show children a
window to the reader’s brain. We choose a short section of what we have just read and show the children
our deepest thoughts to teach them how we are understanding what we read. We model using ‘logical
meaning making’.
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Whole class comprehension (30 mins):
In this session, the children study the novel that they are reading in their 10 minute daily sessions (see grid above for
more detail).
The teacher models how to construct and compose strong comprehension answers using ‘demonstrative
comprehension’. Within each session, the lessons look into three lenses from the reading rainbow (1 fantastic, 1
stylistic and 1 analytic).
When modelling answers, teachers will give the children insight into what they’re thinking to build a worked example
that includes high utility words to illuminate their thinking. The children make jottings while the teacher models and
then write their own high quality answer to the same question after seeing a quality model.

Independent Comprehension (30 mins):
In this session, the children have the opportunity to apply what they have learnt in the whole class comprehension
sessions to a cold text (which may be differentiated).
The children read the text independently and then answer three questions. The questions are based around the same
lenses that were modelled in the whole class comprehension session previously.
This session allows us to accurately assess the children’s understanding and check which children are transferring their
knowledge to new, unfamiliar texts.

Book talk (30 mins):
In this session, pupils sit in 5 attainment groups with a set of texts in line with their reading level.
The children are given ‘three reasons to read’ from the reading rainbow in each session (a fantastic,
a stylistic and an analytic). The children are told which lens they are focusing on and will then read
spend 6-7 minutes reading their text whilst focusing on this lens. The children are then given a
sentence stem from the reading thinking kits and a bonus talk word (high utility word) that they
need to use to explain their thinking around this lens. The groups will then have high quality
discussions around this lens. Each group then feeds back and gains points for quality answers. This is
then repeated with the next two lenses.
The teacher will sit with a different group each session and assess their reading during this time.
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Reading: Home Reading
Home Reading (Oasis Academy Warndon Loves To Read)
‘Good literacy skills provide us with the building blocks not just for academic success, but for fulling carers
and rewarding lives.’ Education Endowment Fund (2017)
Across our academy, the expectation is that children will read for a minimum of 5 times a week for a
minimum of 10 minutes. Each child has their own reading record, which must be signed by an adult; in key
stage 2, children must also complete the daily task in their reading record. Children who do not have their
reading record completed by an adult at home, will read to an adult in the academy the following day.
Choice
In EYFS and Year 1, each classroom is fully stocked with books. Children are given a book which is directly in
line with their phonics ability. The books provide children with a wide variety of literature and nonfiction
texts. In Year 2 and above, the library is stocked with a wide range of age appropriate high quality texts
which are levelled based on Accelerated Reader ZPD levels.
Incentives
A daily class record is kept of regular readers and a weekly class percentage of regular readers is monitored.
The class across EYFS and each phase with the best percentage each week will be rewarded by the class
teacher. Each half term, there will be prizes given to regular readers. At the end of the academic year any
child who has read regularly for every academic week will be entered into a prize draw to win a kindle.
Parents/Carers and The Home Environment
Through our Oasis Academy Warndon Loves To Read reading records, we support and encourage parental
engagement in home reading. The reading records are personalised to individual children’s reading levels
and encourage discussion between child and adult in selection of books. Suggested questions are also
included to support children’s comprehension of the book they are reading. When books are forgotten a
whoops slip is sent home to remind parents to send books in the following day.
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Reading: Accelerated Reader

All children will complete 2 Star reading tests each term. This will assess their comprehension and vocabulary
skills. From each test, they will be given a ZPD (reading band). Each time they take a Star reading test,
progression within their ZPD should be made.
Children are quizzed on completion of a book providing teachers with information of comprehension and
word level. The pass level is between 80-100% as this shows that the child has read the book accurately. The
pass scores and teacher judgement will be taken into account when moving children up to the next reading
level.
100 % passes should be recognised. 100% readers will be put into a prize draw each term.
Class word counts will be sent out every other week- these results should be shared with the classes to show
progress/create competition between classes/ year groups.
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Writing: ‘The Write Stuff’
At OAW we teach Writing through The Write Stuff. This approach is based around turning our children into
‘impact writers’. They are taught to understand that when they are writing they need to consider the
impact of their language choices; they know that everything that they write has an impact on the reader.
Teaching sequence
In the teaching sequence there are three different types of lessons; writing lessons, experience lessons and
independent writing lessons. The teaching sequence for each unit may be different depending upon the
content, but this is outlined at the start of each unit.
A writing lesson consists of three ‘chunks’:
Initiate

Inspiring learning, stimulus shared.

Model

Modelling sentences, sharing writing rules.

Enable

Children construct their own sentences.
The Three Zones of Writing

There are three zones of writing which
are taught during the lessons:
 Vocabulary (ideas)
 Grammar (tools)
 Literary Devices (techniques)
These are taught through the
‘FANTASTICs’, ‘GRAMMARISTICs’ and
‘BOOMTASTICs’. These can be seen
above on the Writing Rainbow.

The Writing Laundry
Children need to be in control of their grammar choices to improve the precision
and the impact of their writing. Technical control of grammar means that pupils can
show readers that they have a good understanding of the English language and that
they are able to manipulate it for their own desired outcomes. The children use
their ‘Writing Laundry’ that consists of vocabulary vests and punctuation pants to
review their own writing. Pupils have a bank of points to retain for
spelling and punctuation but can lose these points when they make
errors. The amount of spelling points and punctuation points they lose
changes according to year group in relation to National Curriculum
requirements.
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Narrative Maps
For each story, the teacher planning the unit decides upon a maximum of 9 plot points; these are the main
parts of the story. The teacher and pupils create a narrative map with images to represent each plot
point. The different aspects included within the three zones of writing are then used to enable the
children to write about that plot point.

The ‘FANTASTICs’ are used to plot how the character is feeling at each point of the story; this helps the
pupils to decide what the focus of their sentence will be when writing about this plot point. For example, if
a character began a narrative in a dark forest the child may choose a ‘Noticing’ or ‘Checking’ sentence to
describe the setting. They would then plot the lens on the graph to determine how negative or positive the
sentence is and therefore having a secure idea of the intent of their writing.
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Modelled Writing
Modelled writing is a vitally important stage of the writing lessons. During modelled writing, the teacher
‘thinks aloud’ as they construct a sentence through the perspective of a chosen lens. The teacher will focus
on handwriting alongside demonstrating correct grammar and punctuation. They will also model using the
resources that the children are expected to use when they are writing themselves (i.e. the speed sound
chart, tricky word walls etc.).
English books
For each writing lesson the children use a double page spread. On the left side they have an inspiration
page where they make ‘jottings’. These support them to write sentences and construct paragraphs on the
right hand side. The inspiration page on the left is split into three sections; one for each chunk of the
lesson. The children are encouraged to look back over these pages when they write independently.
Deepen the moment:
When writing, all children are writing about the same plot point in the story at the same time. Any
children who work quickly and are finished before others, are encouraged to ‘deepen the moment’. This
involves the pupils writing more about the moment or plot point that they are on by enriching the plot
with more detail or with different lenses. This stops children from ‘plot pushing’ and moving on to the next
section before the rest of the class. It means that everybody is writing about the same moment at the
same time; enabling the teacher to model each plot point. This is also one of the ways that we
differentiate in our English lessons.

Balance and The Write Stuff
Each lesson has the WALT at the top of books, with a Balance wheel for the learning objective for each
chunk of the lesson. The children complete their Balance wheel during the lesson; reflecting on how well
they feel they have understood the learning objective.
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Non-fiction approach
The non-fiction approach to writing centres on the idea of ‘finding the shape’. This provides the structure
and meaning for the particular non-fiction unit.
Each non-fiction unit has a
jigsaw. This jigsaw is made up of
individual pieces which
represent the differing features.
To ensure progression through
the school, the jigsaw has
additional features in KS2.

Each piece of the jigsaw will be
given a shape. The shape is
often chosen in collaboration
between the teacher and their
class and carries a meaning for
the children about the
particular feature.

Left is the shape for a year 6 persuasive letter.
Similarly to narrative, the plots are mapped on a grid and the
intent of each shape is plotted. There is no slow reveal during
non-fiction it is important that the children see the text as a
whole for the outset. The content of a unit is always linked to
the children’s current curriculum theme so the children are
writing about information that they have an understanding of.

During a unit, the teacher will plan to model certain ‘high utility
words’. These are words that are very versatile and support the
child’s ability to write about the information they have acquired
in a cohesive and well-structured way. There are examples of
these words for each year group.
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Independent writing and Polishing
Once the children have plotted their own maps, they will write their own narrative or non-fiction piece.
The whole class moves through their plots at the same time and are encouraged to look back through their
English books at their inspiration pages on the left hand side for vocabulary etc. Competent writers are also
encouraged to, ‘deepen the moment’.
The teacher marks for editing using the marking policy. Pupils complete the polishing process
independently by working at different focus stations as directed by the teacher. This also allows the
teacher to work in small groups if needed. The teacher will model good editing processes to the children
with an exemplified piece.
The finished pieces are copied: one is added to the Independent Writing Folder and the other is stuck into
the child’s English book.
Assessment
The OAW Writing Trackers were created to give teachers clear, concise data which could be relied upon to
assess writing. The trackers also allow a teacher to easily identify trends within their class and then across
the year group.
The tracker targets are divided into ‘Just below the expected standard’, ‘Working at the expected standard’
and ‘Working at greater depth within the expected standard’. Targets are also divided into composition
(pink), grammar (green) and spelling (blue).

Spellings/Handwriting Y2-6
At Oasis Academy Warndon we believe in a multi-strategy approach to spellings based on excellent
knowledge of specific spelling rules. This includes activities that focus on their phonological understanding,
approaches to secure the long term memory of these spellings (mnemonics) and activities that check their
understanding of meaning.
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Teachers use PiXL planning to inform their interactive notebooks. Each week, focuses upon a spelling rule –
concluding in a spelling text. A summative assessment is completed at the end of each term which informs
year groups which rules are secure and which ones need to be taught.
During spelling lessons, the children are also exposed to modelled handwriting and are given an
opportunity to practice handwriting in their handwriting books. The content of this is always linked to the
weekly spellings.
Grammar
Grammar is weaved through writing units using the ‘GRAMMARISTICs’. The ‘GRAMMARTISTICs’ neatly
summarise the nuts and bolts of sentence-building in an empowering way, so children learn they don’t
have to be afraid of manipulating and experimenting with language rules.
Grammar is also taught through discrete grammar lessons which are recorded in the back of the writing
books and self-marked by the children. These are always linked to a particular ‘GRAMMARISTIC’ and
consist of teacher input followed by the completion of independent tasks.
Planning
Teachers complete a MTP which outlines the initiate, model and enable for each chunk of the lesson. It
also includes the plan for the experience days. The lenses are available on the MTP template so teachers
can drag these into the appropriate model, this ensures that the lenses are always the major focus of a
teachers planning.
All writing lessons (including grammar and spellings) are planned on Notebooks. This ensures the lessons
are interactive and high quality and follow the agreed approaches as outlined during planning scrutiny.
Comparative Judgement
At Oasis Academy Warndon, pupils’ writing is assessed using comparative judgement. Comparative
judgement is a method of assessment which relies on teachers comparing pupils’ writing, rather than
marking it absolutely. It is based on rigorous research and delivers highly reliable outcomes.
We participate in the Assessing Primary Writing national judging windows run by No More Marking. As part
of these, we judge our pupils’ work and the work of pupils from other schools, which allows us to see how
our pupils are doing relative to pupils nationally. Each year group has one slot a year in the national
judging windows. In addition to this, we also use comparative judgement to judge internal writing tasks at
the end of each term. The outcomes from these judging windows support the teacher’s termly
assessments in writing.
Year 1

Year 2

Autumn 1

Year 3
National
Window

Year 4

Autumn 2

Spring 1
Spring 2

Year 5

Year 6

National
Window
Internal comparative judgement
National
Window

National
Window
National
Window

National
Window
Internal comparative judgement

Summer 1
Summer 2
Internal comparative judgement
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Teachers from all year groups are involved in the assessment of pupils from all year groups, so that all
teachers can develop an understanding of the typical progress made by pupils in this school and nationally
across the primary year groups. After each judging window, teachers work together to plan feedback for
their class based on what trends and patterns were spotted during the judging.
For each window, we record a grade of WTS, EXS or GDS for each pupil. We also record the underlying
scaled score. This scaled score runs from 200-800, and runs across the different year groups so we can see
progress across year groups.
How to participate in comparative judgement:
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Maths: Maths Mastery
From September 2020 we have been running Maths Mastery across the whole academy. This follows a trial
of Maths Mastery in Y1 in 2017-18.
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The ideas for depth encourage children to deepen their understanding by thinking mathematically. To do this,
children are encouraged to represent ideas in many different ways. Encouraging children to use different concrete
objects and pictures to represent abstract constracts will help children to make conections, identifying aspects that
are the same and different.
Children are also encouraged to use the correct mathematical language. Being asked to explain, justify and prove
their ideas deepens a pupil’s understanding of concept.
Giving children opportunities to investigate carefully planned, open ended questions fosters curiosity and creativity
in Maths. The ten different ideas above are represented by a symbol and the idea is that pupils will identify these
symbols without the need for written instruction.
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Reception and KS1 Maths: Maths with parents
Maths concepts are explained by children in an online video each fortnight and
matching open-ended activities are then set. Families are encouraged to explore maths at
home together using everyday objects without being glued to a screen. The
children are rewarded for feeding back to teachers about their completed activities with
certificates and items to build their own ‘mathscot’.
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KS2 Maths: Times Table Rock Stars
Times Table Rock Stars is a times tables programme and online app that helps children practise and learn
their times tables.

In class expectations
•

•

•

Differentiated times tables rock stars
booklets are completed in class at least 3
times a week.
The children have 3 minutes to complete the
tables with rock music playing (available from
the times tables rock stars website).
Children (with staff or a capable child reading
the answers) mark in the classrooms.

Website
page

Example
booklet

At home
•
•

Children should be encouraged/incentivised to practise at home in
the app- this is part of our homework expectation.
In the app, they can collect coins from practising times tables, which can
then be spent customising their avatar.

Children’s
view on app
•

When online, children can play in 4 areas:
• Garage, which limits them to specific times tables that their teacher has set.
• Studio (which sets their rock speed (seconds per question) on any times table up to 12x12.
• Festival, where they can play against any other child nationwide on any times table up to
12x12.
• Arena, where they can play against any child in their class providing
they are in the same differentiated group their teacher has selected.

Weekly updates


To create sense of competition between classes, weekly updates are sent to
teachers showing the total correct answers and the amount correct over a two
week/one week periods.

Celebrated within school
• Children are updated in assembly at the end of
every term.
• Termly ‘Times Table Rock Stars’ are chosen for various reasons (e.g.
most correct answers, fastest speed, most coins collected etc.) and using
a green screen are shown in front of a stage rocking out.
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Character Curriculum
 Our curriculum is split into 6 focus areas; enabling the children to
develop the right mixture of skills and knowledge to prepare them
for the next phase in their education and in becoming world citizens.
It is a cross-curricular approach to teaching encompassing high
levels of creativity and self-reflection; opportunities to make longlasting memories and celebrations of the children’s successes. Each half term has a focus theme, such as
‘heritage and values’ or ‘global citizens’, which is repeated in each year. This enable children to build on
previous knowledge and make connections in their learning.
 Character: Our twelve character robots are a huge part of the academy and
enable our children to reflect on their character development at a highly indepth level. Children gather evidence throughout the year around the 12
characteristics and are celebrated through weekly assemblies and prizes when
they complete an evidence profile. At the beginning of each theme the class
profile for character and their social-emotional class profile is closely studied
by the teacher and the curriculum is then planned around their bespoke
needs for the upcoming half term.

Progressive Skills
Dimensions Skills
• Taken from national curriculum
• Clear focus on developing transferable,
permanent skills.
• Skills kept simple and focussed without over
complication.
We cover age-related expectations for:
• History and Geography
• DT and Art
• IT
• Drama
• Citizenship
• Relationships
• Economic, emotional and physical well-being

Themes
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Curriculum Coverage and Skill mapping


To ensure a broad and balanced curriculum the skills and character ARE are mapped carefully
across the year to ensure coverage and correct pitch within the variety of themes covered.



At the beginning of a theme the Character assessment and Thrive analysis are carefully scrutinised
to ensure that opportunities are built into lessons to build on the needs of the specific class and year
group.
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Theme Outline and Lesson Planning
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MTP Overview
• Taken from national curriculum
• Parental engagement and timescales identified
• Key skills from foundation subjects identified.
• 4 stage process of Launch, Explore, Energise and Celebrate outlined.

Daily Outlines
• Launch and knowledge harvest clearly identified.
• Sections outlined with skill links.
• Character focus identified in each lesson.
• Energise and celebration event built in with planning.
• Cross-age work and maths foci built in.
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Knowledge Organisers
The most powerful tool in the arsenal of the curriculum designer is the knowledge organiser. These organise all the
most vital, useful and powerful knowledge on a single page. Knowledge organisers are given to all pupils at the start
of each unit to help them remember what they’re learning. No longer out of sight, out of mind: instead of leaving
behind previous units’ content, teachers can recap quickly and easily in lessons. Instead of forgetting all about it,
pupils continually revisit and retrieve prior learning from their memories.
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Assessment and Analysis of Skills and Knowledge





Upon completion of a unit the children complete a mini-quiz of 10 questions and reflect on the unit
and what they feel they have learnt.
This quiz and reflection is then used in teacher assessment to record:
o Working towards, Expected or Exceeding against the curriculum objectives covered
o Working towards or Expected against the ARE character statements.
The class teacher enters this onto an Excel sheet at pupil level and the curriculum leaders then
analyse this data and choose key areas/groups to focus on in the subsequent theme.

Warndon Assessment Approach

Additional Resources
*See appendix 2 for teaching without talking strategies
*See appendix 1 for the types of thinking maps
*See appendix 1 for knowledge grabs
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Assessment
Oasis Academy Warndon
Assessment Overview

Responsive
Teaching

Balance

Standardisation

Insight

PPMs and
Interventions

Meaningful, concise and impactful
advice or challenges.

On-going formative Assessment

Termly National/Headstart Tests in:
Phonics, Reading, Maths, GPS to give
scaled scores

Target setting using FFT, Prior Statutory
Data and previous TA data.

Analysis of pupil data from termly
teacher assessments.

Closes gaps and moves learning forward.

Analysis of gaps

Comparative judgement for Writing:
National picture and termly internal
moderation

Summative Assessment Points

Analysis against targets and previous
statutory assessments

Variety of techniques used: Stacks,
ABCD cards, Whole class feedback
sheets, Coded feedback, Exit passes,
Visualiser/ Mirroring, Individual/group
feedback session, 0-9 Balance scale,
Environment, Reactive planning, Peer
and Self-Assessment.

Point in time against curriculum
coverage

Star Reader Tests in KS2 give ages and
gap anaysis.

Recording termly TA using Balance and
Test Data

Using PiXL terminology of B2, B1, E2, E1,,
A2, A1

Analysis of data for PPMs
Includes pupil self assessment

Comparisons returns for Oasis Nationally
gives a picture against similar schools
nationally

BOATS tracking and Analysis

SEND intervention records
English, Maths, Science, PE, Music

All tests are analysed at question-level
to give overview of key strengths and
development areas for future learning.

Therapy records

Computing tracking and analysis

Picture of the whole child in pupil
reports
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Used to create therapy groups and plan
intervention timetables.

Therapy plans use PiXL resources, Maths
Mastery and HeadStart materials etc.

EYFS

Vision
Early Years Education is the foundation upon which young children build the rest of their
schooling. It is a holistic education that encompasses all learning and development. At Oasis
Academy Warndon we provide an exciting and engaging curriculum that meets the needs of
all learners, teaching children to develop social relationships, skills and understanding. The
children will be prepared for ‘school readiness’ by building on what they already know, they
will all become successful learners, responsible citizens and confident individuals. The
emphasis on the teaching and learning is developed through.
PLACE encompasses the ethos of early years through consistent strategies and
systems. Staff model PLACE through building positive and supportive
relationships with children and parents. All staff are empowered to work as a
team to provide the best opportunities for the children, systems and strategies
have being developed providing guidance and challenge. Staff teach inspiring
lessons where children make rapid progress in all areas of learning, reaching
national expectations.
Parents and EYFS staff work together to share information about their child’s
development and learning journey. Opportunities are provided for parents to
work alongside their child supported by staff to CELEBRATE the success and
progress of the children. At Oasis Warndon we give children a first rate start to
their flight path of learning.
Steps to Success
‘Steps to success’ are shared and are the means to articulate successful
learning with the children. It can be teacher initiated or built with the children.
The early years differs in their approach to this by using simplified vocabulary
and making the models and images age-appropriate to allow access. They are
also only used for adult led activities and go into the children’s learning journey
next to the relevant evidence.
Planning formats- weekly, med term and long term planning
Long term planning is in the style of a calendar linking into the various religious
and seasonal celebrations and events during the year. The plan is then developed
from the children’s interests so they can lead the way with their learning in the
areas they are interested in.

of sessions starts
the children and
purposeful.

Medium term planning is completed
using the next steps in the children’s learning, their interests and ‘Early
Years Outcomes’. The focus is upon the skills and
knowledge that the children need to address the gaps
in their learning. As a team all areas are planned for
choosing activities and methods that will meet the
needs of the children.
To engage the children
each session; or series
with a ‘hook’ to engage
make all learning
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Weekly planning is planned together taking the skills and knowledge from the medium term plan and mapping the
learning out across the week, with a clear focus upon Literacy and Maths linking in all areas of the curriculum.
As the year progresses the children are grouped by ability and a range of adult led and child initiated activities take
place. A weekly plan is created each weekly showing clearly what is happening and when; alongside staff
deployment and differentiation for ability groups. Key questions are planned for with links to the age bands.
Early Years
outcomes and
age bands

Daily differentiated
activity and staff
deployment- indoor
and outdoor
activities.

WALT and
differentiated steps
to success
Daily hook and lesson
introduction

Key questions and
key vocabulary
Literacy focus session

Early Years
outcomes and
age bands

Daily differentiated
activity and staff
deployment- indoor
and outdoor
activities.

WALT and
differentiated steps
to success

Daily hook and
lesson introduction

Maths focus session

A weekly timetable is created each week clearly showing the times for activities and sessions that have been planned
for across the week, this allows for a consistent approach in all sessions.
Morning settling in
and phonics
Literacy session
Plan, Do, Review
Child initiated time
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Continuous provision is planned for on a weekly basis to enhance all areas of learning and the provision that we
provide for the children. Each activity is planned to enable the children to apply the skills and knowledge previously
taught.
Rather than focus on the each area of
learning the areas are decided upon by
the provision within the classroom.

Each activity has an objective for what how we would
propose the children to use the resources. The focus is how
the adult would facilitate the learning, whilst the
enhancement comes from the additional resources placed
into the area. These may be chosen from the interest of the
children.
Challenges to provide the children with challenges (to
provide for high levels of engagement) in the environment
these are planned into the enhanced provision and shared with the children on a weekly basis. All challenges set are
previously taught skills and knowledge. These are shared with the children and recorded in learning journals to show
and record how the children have accessed them.
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Characteristics of Effective Learning- these are an integral part of the EYFS curriculum, to ensure that they are
planned for and the children understand the different learning behaviours that they use through their play and adult
led learning activities; we have developed a system to ensure the children use the characteristics through all aspects
of their learning.
We call these ‘Dino powers’

Each Dino power is displayed in each learning
environment and referred to in teaching session.
When the children have shown the characteristics
rewards are given through stickers as well as
referenced in observations.

To record how they children use the characteristics of effective learning
the following sheets are placed into the learning journey to make notes and comments regarding how the children
access the areas of learning and to give examples of what the children have done.
Each characteristics s is divided into each term to show clear progression through each characteristic. These are then
used to plan for new learning experiences and to provide information for the end of year report.
Observations and next steps
When observing the children and play partnering staff record what the children ‘say and do’ using observations.
These records are then linked to the ages and stages of ‘Early Years outcomes’ the characteristics of effective
learning and the child’s next steps.
What the children
The next steps set are then
do and say.
Area of
used to inform future
provisionplanning and provide the
Areas of learning
activity the child
children with targets.
achieved with the
is involved in.
These are shared with
age band
parents and dated when
referenced. E.g.
Next stepsthey are achieved. They
PSED 40
written in red.
must be measurable
What the child
targets and achievable in a
Child initiated or
needs to
short space of time. E.g. to
adult led activity.
improve on to
form the letter ‘a’
close the gap.
correctly.
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Assessment -Effective early years practise follows the cycle of observation, assessment and planning.

To track the children’s progress each child’s summative assessment is recorded on an individual tracking sheet. End
of year targets are set at the beginning of the year across all areas of learning and are tracked on a 6 weekly cycle at
the end of each half term. This information is then entered onto school pupil tracker (SPTO) for analysis. This
information then helps staff to plan for future provision.
At each assessment point the age band is written on,
alongside the child’s age in months.
The end of year target is written into the grey box this
will highlight areas where the child is showing strengths
and areas for development.
To gather information to enter the age bands following
observations. We highlight the achievements across
each area of learning, using colours for each term.
Entering the steps progress for each area of learning
Baseline

Autumn

Spring

Summer

Progress is
calculated
through
tracking
points. These
are recorded
onto the
assessment
sheet.
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